
Minor Arcana Keywords

Aces: Beginnings, motivation, urge to act, untapped creative force, potential energy awaiting a purpose

Twos: Emergence of purpose, kinetic energy with both  movement and direction, developmental force

Threes:  Centering or centripetal force, convergence of influences, reconciliation of opposites

Fours: Solidification, stability, momentary fulfillment of purpose, brief rest before renewed effort

Fives: Overthrow of the status quo, new direction, disruptive force, furtherance of the initial purpose

Sixes: Harmony, balance, active integration of forces, perfected effort, practical attainment

Sevens: Erosion of harmony, departure from equilibrium, aimless and unbalanced force seeking focus

Eights: Reactionary corrective force, degeneration, decay and purification, slow recovery of purpose

Nines: Recapturing of balance, re-centering of effort, passive reintegration of conflicting forces

Tens: Endings, exhaustion of creative energy, realization of purpose or acceptance of the inevitable

Ace of Wands: Root of the Power of Fire; Willpower, force, vigor, energy, enterprise, initiative

Two of Wands: Dominion; Mars in Aries; Authority, power, influence over others, boldness, courage

Three of Wands: Virtue; Sun in Aries; Self-respect, integrity, strength of character, firmness, enthusiasm

Four Of Wands Completion; Venus in Aries; Short-lived stability, a brief rest after vigorous effort

Five of Wands: Strife; Saturn in Leo; Disturbance of settled circumstances, disruption, conflict, struggle

Six of Wands: Victory; Jupiter in Leo; Gain, joy, health, recognition, pleasure earned, success after strife

Seven of Wands: Valor; Mars in Leo; Courage amidst opposition, self-confidence against difficulties

Eight of Wands: Swiftness; Mercury in Sagittarius; Rapid but short-lived rush to action, unwise haste

Nine of Wands: Strength; Moon in Sagittarius;  Vitality, ardor, creativity, mobility, adaptation to change

Ten of Wands: Oppression; Saturn in Sagittarius; Self-doubt, inertia, implacable opposition, ill-will

Knight of Wands: Fire of Fire; Active, ardent, energetic, impetuous, paternal, keenly adaptive influence

Queen of Wands: Water of Fire; Generous, kindly, noble, steadfast, adaptable, commanding  influence

Prince of Wands: Air of Fire; Vital, energetic, swift, abundantly self-confident, shrewd, just influence



Princess of Wands: Earth of Fire; Passionate, enthusiastic, joyous, emotionally volatile influence

Ace of Cups:Root of the Power of Water; Fertility, productivity, conception, pleasure, happiness, love

Two of Cups: Love; Venus in Cancer; Impulsive emotions, harmony, love, pleasure, intensity of joy

Three of Cups: Abundance; Mercury in Cancer; Fulfillment, fruition, plenty, good fortune, liberality

Four Of Cups: Luxury; Moon in Cancer; Strong feelings, sociability, rich living, stable happiness 

Five of Cups: Disappointment; Mars in Scorpio; End of pleasure, anxiety, ill-will, loss or misfortune, 

Six of Cups: Pleasure; Sun in Scorpio, Well-being, ease, satisfaction, harmony, onset of steady gain

Seven of Cups: Debauch; Venus in Scorpio;  Success gained then lost, deceit, error, promises unfulfilled

Eight of Cups: Indolence; Saturn in Pisces; Success abandoned, loss of interest, renunciation, stagnation

Nine of Cups: Happiness; Jupiter in Pisces; Near-perfect pleasure and contentment, wishes fulfilled

Ten of Cups: Satiety; Mars in Pisces; Fondness for excess, sensuousness,  risk of boredom or dissipation

Knight of Cups; Fire of Water; Graceful, artistic, soft, outwardly calm but inwardly passionate influence

Queen of Cups: Water of Water; Loving, nurturing, considerate, fertile, imaginative, kindly influence

Prince of Cups: Air of Water; Dynamically passionate, aggressive, emotionally turbulent influence

Princess of Cups: Earth of Water; Sweet, gentle, poetic, reflective, intuitive, dreamy, soulful influence

Ace of Swords: Root of the Power of Air; Strength during adversity, or wrath, punishment and affliction

Two of Swords: Peace; Moon in Libra; Reconciliation after difficulties, but with residual tensions

Three of Swords: Sorrow;Saturn in Libra; Disruption, interruption, separation, discontent, discord, tears

Four Of Swords: Truce; Jupiter in Libra; Relief from anxiety, rest from strife, recovery and restoration

Five of Swords: Defeat; Venus in Aquarius; Pain of loss, malice, spite, dishonor, divisiveness, treachery

Six of Swords: Science; Mercury in Aquarius; Mental works, painstaking care, innovation, creativity 

Seven of Swords: Futility; Moon in Aquarius; Passivity, moodiness, loss of energy, vacillation, doubt, 

Eight of Swords: Interference; Jupiter in Gemini; Unexpected meddling or bad luck, wasted effort

Nine of Swords: Cruelty; Mars in Gemini; Despair, agony of mind, suffering, frustration, restlessness



Ten of Swords: Ruin; Sun in Gemini; Weakness, disorder, disintegration, impracticality, destruction

Knight of Sword: Fire of Air; Active, clever, subtle, skillful, discriminating, disciplined influence

Queen of Swords: Water of Air; Perceptive, keenly observant, intuitive, quick, precise influence

Prince of Swords: Air of Air; Intelligent, inventive, resourceful, idealistic, humane, cautious influence

Princess of Swords: Earth of Air; Wise, strong, acute, vigilant, strategic, insightful, practical influence

Ace of Disks: Root of the Power of Earth; Materiality, gain, power, success, wealth, contentment

Two of Disks: Change; Jupiter in Capricorn; Alternation of gain and loss, weakness and strength

Three of Disks: Work; Mars in Capricorn; Endurance, disciplined effort, material gain through ambition

Four of Disks: Power; Sun in Capricorn; Assured material gain, diligence, slow, plodding progress

Five of Disks: Worry; Mercury in Taurus; Nervous strain, anxiety about material things, mental duress

Six of Disks: Success; Moon in Taurus; Settling down, stabilization of circumstances, good fortune

Seven of Disks: Failure; Saturn in Taurus; Hopes deceived and crushed, loss of motivation, hardship

Eight of Disks: Prudence; Sun in Virgo; Practical, resourceful, cautions, skilled, focused on small things

Nine of Disks: Gain; Venus in Virgo; Material gain, goods, riches, harvest, fruitfulness, inheritance

Ten of Disks: Wealth; Mercury in Virgo; Prosperity and the burden of managing it, empty success

Knight of Disks: Fire of Earth; Sage, skillful, diligent, prudent, patient, steady, reliable influence

Queen of Disks: Water of Earth; Entrepreneurial, detached, charming, magnanimous, truthful influence

Prince of Disks: Air of Earth; Reliable, responsible, conscientious, predictable, fussy, subdued influence

Princess of Disks: Earth of Earth; Benevolent, deliberate, persevering, resolute, fearless influence


